University of Wisconsin Law School
Student Business Card Official Order Form

Student business cards are available only to law students.

Instructions:
- Fill out this order form completely
- Bring the completed form to the OCPD office, along with a check in the appropriate amount payable to “University of Wisconsin Law School”. Please note, you can also pay in cash.
- OCPD will submit order (to DoITPublishing). Cards will be delivered to the OCPD office.

Type or Print Information:

Name: ____________________________________________

J.D. Candidate

University of Wisconsin Law School

Home Address (only fill in home information if you would like this address on business card)

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

Telephone: _________________________________________

E-mail: __________________________________________

Student business cards are available only to law students. They should be used for job searches or other professional development purposes. The cards should be used in a professional and appropriate manner, and the privilege to carry them could be revoked if a student is found to be using them for improper purposes. Students are permitted to use University of Wisconsin Law School student business cards only so long as they are registered students of the university. Students may not continue to use the business cards after they graduate or are otherwise no longer enrolled at the University. A student who holds a student business card is not authorized to act as an agent of the University of Wisconsin Law School and may not use the business card to represent himself or herself as an agent of the university for any purpose.

Signature: ________________________________________
Please select your chosen card.

**Standard four-color layout, flat printing, horizontal logo ($48 ONE SIDED)**

**Standard four-color layout, flat printing, horizontal logo ($68 DOUBLE SIDED)**

**Standard four-color layout, flat printing, vertical logo ($48 ONE SIDED)**

**Standard four-color layout, flat printing, vertical logo ($68 DOUBLE SIDED)**

**Standard two-color layout, raised type, horizontal logo ($60 ONE SIDED)**

**Standard two-color layout, raised type, horizontal logo ($75 DOUBLE SIDED)**

**Standard two-color layout, raised type, vertical logo ($60 ONE SIDED)**

**Standard two-color layout, raised type, vertical logo ($75 DOUBLE SIDED)**

**Premium four-color ($78 TWO SIDED)**

Prices are per box of 500 cards.